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SUPERTRAK™ CONVEYANCE NAMED THE WORLD’S GREATEST
Cambridge, ON (July 22, 2019) - ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc. (TSX: ATA) (“ATS”)
announced today that its SuperTrak Conveyance platform has been selected to be featured on
The World’s Greatest, a national television series highlighting top people, places and products
around the world. The episode will highlight how ATS and SuperTrak Conveyance continue to
drive innovation and offer manufacturers the opportunity to automate their processes in ways
that were never before possible. The episode will air on July 22nd and August 5th on Direct TV
(channel 305) and the Dish Network (channel 250).
“It’s an honour to be named as one of The World’s Greatest in conveyance,” said Chris Hart,
President Life Sciences at ATS. “Providing world-class solutions to many of the world’s largest
and most successful companies, we are highly dedicated to finding unique solutions for our
customers and the SuperTrak technology allows us to do that.”
“We understand that SuperTrak Conveyance is at the foundation of what our customers are
trying to do. As inventors of linear motion technology, we are never satisfied. We continue to
drive innovation so that our customers get better as we do,” said Simon Drexler, Director of
Linear Motion Technology Products.
For over forty years, ATS has established itself as a leading global custom automation integrator.
Having developed long lasting relationships with their customers has allowed ATS to design and
build complex automation solutions that, in turn, provide many of the products used in everyday
life. The World’s Greatest prides itself on allowing audiences to connect with, and understand
companies and people behind products such as SuperTrak Conveyance.
SuperTrak Conveyance platforms fundamentally change the way an automation cell is designed,
making them smaller and more efficient. What makes the platform great is its industry leading
combination of speed and precision. Manufacturing systems that utilize SuperTrak Conveyance
as their foundation see dramatic performance improvements in throughput and quality.
ATS continues to drive innovation and push the boundaries with the SuperTrak platform. Tune
in on July 22nd and August 5th to learn more about why ATS’ SuperTrak Conveyance has been
recognized as one of The World’s Greatest. Find the listing in your area here.

About ATS
ATS is an industry-leading automation solutions provider to many of the world's most successful
companies. ATS uses its extensive knowledge base and global capabilities in custom
automation, repeat automation, automation products and value-added services, including preautomation and after-sales services, to address the sophisticated manufacturing automation
systems and service needs of multinational customers in markets such as life sciences,
chemicals, consumer products, electronics, food, beverage, transportation, energy, and oil and
gas. Founded in 1978, ATS employs approximately 4,400 people at 23 manufacturing facilities
and over 50 offices in North America, Europe, Southeast Asia and China. The Company’s shares
are traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol ATA. Visit the Company’s website
at www.atsautomation.com.
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